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Stock#: 97822
Map Maker: Huddart

Date: 1794
Place: London
Color: Uncolored
Condition: VG
Size: 30.5 x 56 inches

Price: SOLD

Description:

Rare separately published sea chart, extending from the northernmost coast of Ireland to the top of
Scotland, including all of the Hebrides and Western Islands.
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Dedicated to the British Society for the Encouragement of the Fishery (British Fisheries Society), this
remarkable chart includes profiles views, extensive soundings and arrows noting the direction of the
currents. 

The British Fisheries Society, operational from 1786 to 1893, played a notable role in the history of the
British fishing industry, especially in the Scottish Highlands. Initially, the Society focused on developing
settlements in the west, such as Ullapool and Lochbay, with the aim of boosting the herring fishing
industry. However, the early 19th century saw a major shift in herring shoals from west to east, which
significantly impacted these settlements and led to the rise of Pulteneytown. The Society's efforts were
further challenged by the establishment of the Commissioners for the Herring Fishery in 1808, which
limited its influence. While the Society had hoped to mitigate the risks of fishing industry fluctuations by
diversifying its settlements and providing alternative employment, the significant reduction in herring in
the west was a setback they could not fully counter.

Financial struggles led the Society to sell properties in the 1840s to fund new harbor works in Caithness.
The Society's management, largely based in London, faced difficulties in effectively administering the
remote settlements, complicating its operations.  Despite these challenges, Pulteneytown emerged as a
successful fishing port, marking a positive outcome of the Society's initiatives.  

The text advertisement notes:

This Survey was carried on from Observations made at Campbeltown, Tobermorey, Cana, Ulapull,
Laxford, Stornoway, Glash (or Scalpa) Namaddy & Barra, to determine the Latitude & Longitude by
Astronomical Instruments & Chronometers From which a series of Triangles determined from the
true Meridian was carried on to find the situation of the Intermediate Places & remarkable objects,
as a data for laying down the Soundings &c. and in the Comparison had not occasion to correct any
of the above mentioned Places more than about half a Statute Mile. As all plain Charts are erroneous
from the Globular Figure of the Earth, but especially in high Latitudes when the Meridians are more
inclined to each other and as the above mentioned Places were first laid down in Latitude &
Longitude the Meridians being inclined agreeable to the quantity of the Degrees of Longitude; I have
ventured to retain the Original Meridians & Parallels the Chart was constructed from, rather than
take a mean in order to project the Parallels & Rhumb Lines ftraight as is common in Plain Charts.
The Parallels of Latitude & Rhumb Lines are therefore Curves & from which there can be no
inconvenience to the Mariner, for in pricking off a Course a short length may be taken as a Straight
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Line, & the distances measured as in a Plain Chart by the Scale or on the Graduated Margin of
Latitude. Had this Chart been projected in the customary way of Plain Charts, two Ships one on the
East & the other on the West Margin, Sailing due North from the South to the North end of the
Chart would have appeared to have been the same distance from each other, though they must have
approached towards each other above four Leagues, which error in this Projection is avoided. The
Latitude and Longitude of any place is as easily found in this as a plain Chart, for to find the Latitude
of any particular Place it is only to take with a Pair of Compasses the distance of the Place from the
nearest Parallel & set it off the same way from the Parallel on the Margin & you will have the
Degree & Minute of Latitude. And to find the Longitude a Straight Ruler laid through the Place to
cut the same Degree & Minute of Longitude on the North & South end of the Chart will shew the
Longitude. I have been as carefull in laying down the particular Islands, Rocks &c. as the Scale will
admit of but there are many narrow Passages and Safe Mooring Places which would require a much
larger Scale for a proper representation, I have also to remark that time would not permit me to
survey several parts of the Coasts have therefore laid them down ac- -cording to the best Authorities,
and I doubt not but it will afford the Mariner every information that can be expected from a General
Chart.

Detailed Condition:
Wear and toning where folded. Lighting foxing as pictured.


